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Victor Buchanan settles scores with Inteko '
Elena and Viktor Baturin founded Inteko 'in 1991 on an equal
footing. In 2005, when the company recorded a significant
profit ( the cement business was sold to ' Eurocement group '
for $ 800 million, while the DSC -3 - PIK Group for $ 300 million
), the relationship soured. Category of assets followed by
lawsuits, in February of 2007, a brother and sister signed a
second settlement agreement: Elena Baturina remaining 99%
Inteko '( another 1% is on the company's balance sheet, and
now the state of businesswomen is estimated at $ 2.9 billion ),
and Victor . an interview to ' Kommersant '' on November 19,
2007 ). 'All nemoskovskie assets were in joint ownership, and
went to me' - he said if. 

In total agreement featured 37 assets, including about 50 thousand. hectares in
Belgorod and Kursk regions, real estate in Sochi, and m. n. His main company
considered Inteko -Agro ' land bank which at the beginning of 2008 has reached 250
thousand. hectare. 

But in the autumn of this year, the businessman recalled old grievances. October 4, he
sent the Chairman of the Investigative Committee Alexander Bastrykin statement
which asked for ' a thorough inspection. 
evidence of criminal activity ' by Elena Baturina and' take it on a procedural decision in
accordance with the law '. He said that he ' had. 
to sign the settlement agreement 'because ' in disputes with her ( Mrs. Baturina. - ' B' ),
no one in Moscow was not to achieve a fair trial '. Sister ' misappropriated ' owned 24%
of ZAO Inteko, says Viktor Baturin. Also, to date,. Inteko '. failed to meet its demands
for labor legislation, in particular, has not paid wages of $ 3,461,969 172.98 £. (from
January 18, 1999 he was appointed vice-president of ... ... All he had received damage
can be assessed in an amount up to $ 1 billion, said the ' b' Mr Buchanan. 

It is no secret that he decided to seek a revision of section assets Inteko ' in
connection with the resignation of his brother Yuri Luzhkov. ... H. in law enforcement and
the courts I was not able to achieve the truth ' - he said in a statement. 

Representatives of the investigative committee on Thursday late evening said that
nothing is yet known about the treatment of Viktor Baturin. The press-service of CJSC ...

According to Councillor Baker. But, says Mr. Reisman, the statute of limitations, in
particular, on the requisition of wages and compensation expires three months after
delivery of the order of dismissal to the employee. Claims for ownership of the shares
settled by arbitration, added Mr. Reisman. 

In this story there are risks to the corporate image of both sides, says CEO '
Probusiness Development ' Dmitry Kovalchuk. ' For Victor Baturin, who was involved in
project development, and not only agriculture but also in show business, another
scandal would be superfluous PR ', - said one of the capital's real estate developers,
who asked not to be named. But he did not rule out that after the resignation of Yuri
Luzhkov, the investigating authorities will meticulously check the facts presented by
Mr. Baturin. ' It would be surprising that the current situation, there would be no angry
Inteko,'' sums up Mr. Kovalchuk. 
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